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Abstract— Metadata annotations of Grid resources can poten-
tially be used for a number of purposes, including accurate
resource allocation to jobs, discovery of services, and precise
retrieval of information resources. In order to realize this
potential on a large scale, various aspects of metadata must be
managed. These include uniform and secure access to distributed
and independently maintained metadata repositories, as well as
management of metadata lifecycle. In this paper we analyze these
issues and present a service-oriented architecture for metadata
management, called S-OGSA, that addresses them in a systematic
way.

I. INTRODUCTION

Successful, large-scale management of Grid resources, i.e.,
data and services, increasingly involves the use of annotations
to describe various aspects of those resources, be it the
availability of computing or memory resources, or the function
and interface to a Grid service. With the term “metadata” we
denote, in a broad sense, any data that describes resources,
and more specifically, “structured data about an object that
supports functions associated with the designated object” [1].
Thus, metadata is structured according to some schema, and
it is used to provide a functional or behavioral description of
objects, or resources.

Annotations of resources may potentially serve a multitude
of purposes, from the correct allocation of computational
resources to jobs, to discovery of services, to accurate retrieval
of information resources. The adoption of the Semantic Web
paradigm in particular with its associated standard languages
and technologies for metadata and knowledge representation
(i.e. RDF(S) [2] and OWL [3]) has been viewed as the key
enabler of the annotation of Grid resources and the exploitation
of this mark-up. According to this vision, dubbed the Semantic
Grid 1, describing various aspects of Grid resources in terms
of agree-upon formal ontologies makes it possible to generate
“semantic” annotations that can be interpreted using concepts
from those ontologies. This results in annotations that are
predictable both in structure and in content, without being too
rigid. This makes them more easily interoperable than free-
format metadata with arbitrary content. Furthermore, formal
techniques for automated reasoning may sometimes be lever-
aged to enhance the effectiveness of resource management
tasks, like those listed earlier. A number of annotation tools (a
survey can be found in [4]) are currently available to produce

1http://www.semanticgrid.org
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On the other hand, annotation of services and workflows pro-
vides the necessary metadata to support tasks such as resource
discovery and the management of workflow results [5].

A number of metadata management requirements emerge
from the myGrid experience. Firstly, just as resources are
managed by independent organizations, so metadata is created
by multiple parties, i.e., service providers, expert curators and
biologists, and comes in different formats, ranging from free
text, Javadoc, curated RDF(S)-based semantic descriptions. In
order to make resource discovery possible, semantic metadata
is made accessible through public registries, searchable via
web services, using NG4J3 and Sesame24. Textual metadata
is collected on human-readable web pages.

Secondly, referring to resource and its metadata requires a
uniform naming scheme. This is not always available, however.
For non-semantic metadata, for instance, resources are mostly
referred to using web service end-points or URLs to workflow
scripts. For semantic metadata, myGrid adopts internal Life
Science Identifiers (LSIDs) [6], i.e., Uniform Resource Names
(URNs) with well-defined resolution protocols.

Thirdly, there is an issue of change, not only in the avail-
ability of resources, but also in knowledge. Domain ontologies
in particular are subject to change, reflecting the ongoing
knowledge discovery process in biology and the life sciences.
This imposes a high maintenance effort on the associated
metadata. This dynamicity calls for a general bookkeeping
framework for resources, knowledge and metadata, that is able
to propagate change events through the middleware and cause
appropriate maintenance actions to be taken.

Finally, access control to metadata resources is an emerging
issue, prompted by the increasing volume of published scien-
tific results, the visibility of which should be determined by
the controlling organization.

In myGrid, most of these issues are currently addressed
through ad hoc solutions, including customised ways to asso-
ciate metadata with resources, specialised metadata manage-
ment stores and services that extend existing RDF storage and
querying technologies, customised access control services, etc.
In the rest of this paper, we propose a generalized, technology-
independent metadata abstraction layer that allows for a more
flexible integration, and thus better reuse, across providers.

III. NEW REQUIREMENTS FOR METADATA MANAGEMENT

Metadata-intensive middleware platforms like myGrid help
us highlight some of the critical issues in metadata manage-
ment:

1) Distribution, uniformity of access.
Just as data is naturally distributed and managed by
independent organizations, so is its associated metadata,
i.e., in the form of data annotations. Currently, most
metadata management systems, some of which are de-
scribed in the next section, provide repositories that are
designed for centralized use and offer proprietary APIs,

3http://sourceforge.net/projects/ng4j/
4http://www.openrdf.org/
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tadata consumers and producers acting as local-
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s therefore an initial need to offer uniform
to metadata repositories and ontologies, as a
isite to providing integrated views over large
ns of distributed metadata. We are going

ess this requirement using a service-oriented
h, by defining a new, single service interface
be implemented by most providers.

ta should be accessible using service-oriented
ls.

ta can be structured in different ways and take
y different formats, even in the case of a single
f metadata (e.g. RDF(S)). Although it would
feasible to imagine a common data model,

ommon denominator for managing metadata is
As we will see, minimally we need to maintain

sociation between resources and metadata,
support query languages on metadata that are
pecific, for instance SPARQL for RDF metadata.

ement of metadata lifecycle.
ta is dynamic in nature, and its lifetime may
eatly by orders of magnitude. The dynamics of
a is poorly supported by existing technologies,
h some work has been done with respect to
antics of change and its propagation to related
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sing the automation of different aspects of the
ge lifecycle, managing the evolution and change
data and knowledge models in distributed con-
d synchronising the evolution of all these related
by means of notification mechanisms.
his requirement concerns the automation of
cts of metadata lifecycle management. In our
this is addressed by assuming that metadata is
and that a manager can detect state changes

pagate them using a notification infrastructure,
ibed in Section V-C.

ar and uniform access control to metadata.
re two main issues regarding access control:

permission to access and manipulate metadata
s should be defined at different levels of gran-
depending on the metadata format. When using
r example, it should be possible to define access
rules for a single statement, as well as on an
amed graph, i.e., an atomic unit consisting of
of interconnected RDF statements. Secondly,

control mechanisms should be uniform across
a repositories, regardless of differences in the

echanisms.
spect to these issues, current access mechanisms
data repositories are still limited. For instance,



Sesame provides built-in user/role-based access control
at the level of an entire repository, while Jena has no
built-in access-control support since it assumes that this
can be provided by the underlying database technology.
Furthermore, all these access control mechanisms adopt
proprietary security APIs and conventions. When trying
to access multiple repositories, the need to manage
multiple sign-ons creates an obvious overhead in the
client.
We note that service-oriented and Grid architectures face
similar issues, and that current solutions are available
to address them. To this end, we propose to investigate
the suitability of current standards5 and open-source ref-
erence implementations6 for global user identification,
single sign-on, communication encryption and represen-
tation and decision of resource-sharing policies.

IV. CURRENT APPROACHES TO METADATA MANAGEMENT

We now review some of the approaches and technologies
available for metadata management in the Web and on the
Grid, including mechanisms for linking metadata to resources,
as well as storage and retrieval functionality and access
protocols.

A. Metadata and Resource linkage

On the Web, the association of metadata to the entities that it
describes is mostly ad-hoc or implicit. The commonly adopted
approach is to either embed metadata in HTML or XHTML
documents [10], i.e., by making use of the <meta> tag, or
to link [11] to it. Using this approach, an extensible set of
properties including author, expiration date, keyword lists, etc.
can be used to annotate documents. In the linking approach,
the <link> tag is used to refer to files containing metadata
about a particular XHTML document. The rel, about and
href properties of this tag are used to specify the metadata
document’s location, type and its relationship to the subject
XHTML document.

B. Metadata Storage and Retrieval

There is a large body of work in the area of RDF(S)-
based metadata storage and querying technologies, with Jena7

and Sesame among the most well-known and widely-used
systems. These technologies provide rich, fine-grained APIs
for manipulating and accessing RDF(S) data, as well as
querying it with different RDF query languages, including the
emerging SPARQL8.

Sesame also supports access to remote repositories through
Java RMI, and it also exposes a subset of its API within a
REST-based web service interface, so as to allow for platform
and programming language independence. Work is also under
way on enhancing RDF storage and querying techniques in the

5e.g., XACML: www.oasis-open.org/committees/xacml/, WS-Security:
www.oasis-open.org/committees/wss/

6e.g., Globus GSI: http://www.globus.org/toolkit/docs/4.0/security/
7http://jena.sourceforge.net/
8http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/
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extualization, distribution and scalability. NG4J
provide extensions for grouping RDF statements
textual information (e.g. ownership). In [12] a
r on top of Sesame is described, that provides

global and location-transparent view of RDF
le repositories. In [13], [14] the data structures
of P2P networks are used to store and query
of RDF data in a fault tolerant manner.
and retrieval of social tags about Web resources

dised, although some specific database schemas
ies are gaining acceptance and becoming de-
s9.

Access Protocols
of serving ontologies and metadata has so far
attention in the Semantic Web community,

ew proposals in this direction. Knowledge and
usually treated as a kind of Web resource, and
le through Web servers using the HTTP proto-
me cases the metadata is generated dynamically

e from a repository and delivered to the client by
TP 303” re-directs. This approach appears to be
to support the needs of future semantic aware

where protocols for collective, and controlled
able access and manipulation of knowledge and
needed. In fact, the lack of such systems has
ny recent research efforts10.
tly, access to knowledge and metadata is also
the SPARQL protocol, a light-weight protocol

RDF sources with the SPARQL language. The
dependent of any transport bindings, although
TTP bindings are provided. This work solely
erying and does not address RDF data manipu-
does it address issues of security, lifetime and

community has also produced work on proto-
ssing and managing knowledge and metadata.
the Open Grid Forum DAIS-RDF(S) group is
e standardization of stateful web-service access
over RDFS ontologies [16] and RDF instance

e set of specifications proposed by this working
more capabilities than those of SPARQL, al-

o not address yet issues such as security or the
metadata with resources.

Advanced Management Capabilities
he aforementioned systems manages metadata
notification of updates in distributed environ-
s, the service-oriented metadata delivery aspect

lected in all the current approaches. A recent ef-
, Boca RDF11, provides more advanced capabil-
service-based access, named graphs, versioning

ysql.com/wiki/TagSchema
mple the work being performed in the projects NeOn
-project.org/)and OntoGrid (http://www.ontogrid.eu/)

rp.sourceforge.net/2006/11/20/boca-the-rdf-repository-
-ibm-semantic-layered-research-platform/



support, notifications, authorized access, and scalability. Boca
is an attempt to push RDF data management facilities to the
level of maturity of well-developed data representations such
as relational and XML data. Therefore it additionally provides
replications and transactions over RDF data. The Boca client
stack is based on the Jena API and its notification system is
based on Java Messaging Service.

V. METADATA MANAGEMENT USING SEMANTIC BINDINGS

Our approach to addressing the metadata management re-
quirements is set in the context of the Semantic Grid archi-
tecture S-OGSA, described in [18]. The Open Grid Service
Architecture (OGSA) defines a core set of capabilities and
behaviors for Grid systems. Semantic-OGSA (S-OGSA) ex-
tends OGSA to support the explicit handling of semantics,
and defines the associated knowledge services to support a
spectrum of service capabilities.

The key principle in the S-OGSA model is that the asso-
ciation of Grid resources to metadata is itself a first-class
Grid resource. S-OGSA introduces a novel type of Grid
resource called the Semantic Binding (SB), which encapsulates
metadata and thus allows for its management. A SB maintains
the association between one or more Grid Entities (resources
or services), and one or more metadata elements. The latter
can be anything that can be referenced on the Grid using
a unique identity. This includes, potentially, a named graph
of RDF statements, chunks of natural language, social tags,
and more. Each of these associations can optionally be fur-
ther contextualized with references to other meta-information,
called Knowledge Entities. These can be ontologies, controlled
vocabularies, and any other type of formal knowledge that can
be used to interpret the metadata.

Consider for example the workflow in Figure 1, on the left,
denoted with gs (a Grid-retrievable resource), and suppose
that multiple annotations, each independently maintained from
the others, have been created, as shown in the central part of
the figure. Each annotation is regarded as a whole metadata
element mdi and takes part in a SB of the form SBi =
(wf,mdi). Furthermore, one or more knowledge entities kej

(on the right) can optionally be included in the SB, to form a
complete SB: (wf,mdi, kej). This arrangement accounts for
natural associations between, for example, an RDF graph and
an ontology, whereby the objects in the RDF statements are
individual that belong to the ontology classes.

In the following subsections we will describe in more detail
the capabilities associated to Semantic Bindings and how they
provide solutions for our metadata management requirements.

A. Semantic Binding Capabilities

In [18] we describe the model used to represent Semantic
Bindings, expressed as an ontology that extends the Grid
ontology described in [19]. The main properties of a Semantic
Binding are the set of resources to which it refers (that
is, the resources for which it contains metadata), the set of
knowledge entities that the metadata is based on, and the actual
metadata that they store. Besides these properties, others like
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Binding state, creation time, last modification
stored, and will be used for managing its lifetime
ation and authorisation mechanisms, described in
sections.
basic properties that describe Semantic Bindings
eir relevant information, other basic operations
by the service suite associated to them (the

ding Service, its corresponding Factory and a
vice that gives a unified view of the metadata
eral Semantic Bindings). These operations are
re 2:
t creates a Semantic Binding, given the resources
escribes, the Knowledge Entities used for the
on, and the actual metadata to be stored.
esource and Knowledge Entity References. They
naging the references to Resources and Knowl-
ities of the Semantic Binding.
emantic Binding Content. It updates the meta-

ed in the Semantic Binding, due to its reannota-
uration.
It destroys the Semantic Binding, together with

nt, immediately or at a scheduled point in time.
It archives the Semantic Binding content so that
ctive but its content can be retrieved in case that
ed later, such as for provenance reasons.

t executes a query over the metadata stored by
antic Binding. Queries will be sent in a query

that the Semantic Binding supports, and can
account the knowledge entities to which the
Binding refers or not.

erties and functionalities are implemented in the
SA reference implementation12, which complies
-Resource Framework [20] (WSRF) family of
. This implementation can be deployed on the
it 4 platform13 and in Apache Tomcat14. The
n is being used in several system prototypes:

ality image analysis system [21], an insurance
tem15, and an information service for the EGEE
s also being integrated into the workflow prove-
ork of the myGrid project.

owing sections we give details about how we
rest of requirements presented in Section III,

ed for managing the lifetime of metadata and the
f metadata changes to the interested distributed

rement 3) and the controlled access to metadata
4).

inding Lifetime

ic nature of a SB is easily recognized by noting
the elements comprising the association are

anges in time: Grid resources may be updated
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or removed, the annotations may change, and the Knowledge
entities themselves may be upgraded, for example to reflect
new knowledge about a particular domain, or a restructuring
of existing knowledge.

Some of these changes may cause metadata (and con-
sequently its corresponding Semantic Binding) to become
invalid. Therefore in most of the cases the systems that depend
on it can no longer rely on it. Other changes may not have an
influence on metadata validity (e.g., the removal of a concept
in an ontology for which there are no instances in the stored

metadata).
Finally, the

invalid after a
new annotatio
has to be rean
place, etc.

In order t
way, S-OGSA
fined lifetime
that a SB ca
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metadata that describes a resource may become
given period of time. This can happen when a

n tool has been made available and the resource
notated, when a metadata curation process is in

o deal with all these changes in a principled
defines SBs as stateful resources with a de-

and identifies the states and state transitions
n go through throughout its lifetime. The state
Fig. 1. Multiple Semantic Bindings for a single Grid entity (a workflow)

Fig. 2. Functionality of the Semantic Binding Service



TABLE I
EVENTS, STATE TRANSITIONS, AND VALIDATION ACTIONS

Events State after event States after validation
ResSB → Res′SB ValidateRes Valid / Invalid

ResSB → ∅ ValidateRes Invalid
KESB → KE′SB ValidateKE Valid / Invalid

KESB → ∅ ValidateKE Invalid
contentSB → content′SB Valid N/A

obsolete(SB) Invalid Valid / Invalid
contentSB → ∅ N/A N/A

archive(SB) archived N/A
destroy(SB) N/A N/A

diagram associated to an SB, shown in part (a) of Figure 3,
includes a set of fundamental states and state transitions, as
well as the external events that cause the transitions. The
specification of SB lifetime extends the WS-ResourceLifetime
specification, a part of WSRF that standardizes the way that
resources are destroyed, and defines resource properties for
the inspection and monitoring of a resource lifetime. While
WS-ResourceLifetime is focused exclusively on resource de-
struction, we extend it to include any life-changing event that
may affect the validity and updates of an SB. Furthermore,
the basic state machine presented here can be extended with
sub-states, as shown later.

The explanation of the state transition diagram is as follows.
When it is first created, a Semantic Binding SB is in the Valid
state. We denote with ResSB and KESB , respectively, the
set of Resources and Knowledge entities that are part of the
association, and with contentSB the metadata payload within
SB.

State transition events are of the following types:
• Changes in the described resources, denoted by

ResSB → Res′SB .
• Changes in the Knowledge entities, i.e., KESB →

KE′
SB

• Updates to the SB content: contentSB → content′SB .
Note the Resources and Knowledge entities can also be

destroyed: ResSB → ∅, ResSB → ∅. These transitions
are listed in the second column of Table I. In addition to
these external events, a content expiration date can also be
associated to an SB, so that it is automatically considered
stale upon expiration. In the table, this is indicated as the
event obsolete(SB).

For a Valid SB, these events cause its transition to either
one of two possible Validate states, Validate Res and Validate
KE. These are interim states in which the SB may be invalid,
and is awaiting re-validation. A re-validation process, either
manual or automated, is any procedure that updates any or
all of ResSB , KESB , or contentSB , and which results in a
decision as to whether the updated entities represent a new
valid combination16.

• For a ValidateRes SB, such procedure determines whether
the existing metadata can be associated to the new
Resources, and provides an update to the references in
SB to Res′SB . For example, following a change in a

16In both cases, the SB goes back to the Valid state in case of successful
validation, and to Invalid otherwise.
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that is described with a piece of metadata, the
e determines whether the same metadata can be
d to the new workflow.
idateKE SB, the problem is to determine whether

ontology can still be used to interpret the
data. The problem of assessing the impact of
evolution on an existing knowledge base has

ressed in the literature [7], [9].
le outcomes of the validation procedures are
last column of Table I. As a particular case,
sources or Knowledge entities are destroyed,

procedure is always assumed to fail, leading
state. Note also that according to the table,

valid metadata, i.e., contentSB → content′SB

e is Valid, always results in new valid metadata.
rchived state indicates that a SB is still available
, but it has been superseded by a more recent

B state machine can be extended by introducing
ulting in finer-grain definition of the behaviour

pes of metadata. Part (b) in figure 3 shows the
adata state diagram in the myGrid project. The
s within Valid allow a distinction to be made
data that has been reviewed by human experts
Assured”), and metadata that is awaiting QA.

both cases, the metadata is indeed valid, and
add explicit information regarding the quality

tion, which some applications may want to take
This is important for instance when annotations
ally generated, as in [23], requiring experts’
or to their release.
the state diagram, the transition table shown in

e refined with specific state transition rules, as

∅ results in a transition to the archived state;
KE′

SB triggers the invocation of a change
tool, which analyzes the SB content and issues

to the annotator;
on to the Awaiting QA state triggers a notification
notator, to carry out the QA task.

n of Semantic Binding Changes

t (3) above suggests that the metadata-aware
se SBs should be informed of any state change
, since this may affect their behaviour. For this
SA includes a notification mechanism based on

on, along with a set of pre-defined topics asso-
state changes described in Table I. Application-
ics can be added to the set. Consumers who
topic are notified of state changes.

ing a notification, services must implement logic
the changes. Although S-OGSA services, which

dependent, cannot be responsible for application-
, it is possible to imagine a single monitoring
ediates between the Semantic Binding Service



and applications that are reactive to change. Specifically, this
SB housekeeping service, currently under development, sub-
scribes to all standard state change topics, and is responsible
for activating application-dependent re-validation procedures,
including validation of the SB content, triggering of re-
annotation processed, etc.. For example, in the context of
myGrid, when a new annotation has been generated for a
workflow, the corresponding SB changes its state to Awaiting
QA. The SB housekeeping service is subscribed to changes in
the state of SBs, and when it receives the notification of this
transition, it is in charge of contacting an annotation curator
(e.g., by e-mail) so that the metadata can be curated and the
SB can move into a QA passed state.

D. Semantic Bindings Security

Requirement (4) calls for a fine-grained access control
to metadata. Furthermore, other security-related aspects like
securing message exchanges, authentication, etc., may need to
be taken into account.

S-OGSA provides the framework needed to support security
in metadata management. Metadata is treated as a first-class re-
source; hence standard security mechanisms can be applied to
metadata in the same way as it is done with other resources in a
distributed system. This includes, among others, the possibility
of specifying and enforcing access control policies over each
SB. Besides, since the reference implementation of S-OGSA
can be deployed on top of Globus Toolkit 4, its associated
security mechanisms, such as Globus GSI, can be also applied,
ensuring both message and transport level security. These are
based on standard X.509 end entity certificates and proxy
certificates, which are used to identify persistent entities such
as users and servers and to support the temporary delegation
of privileges to other entities.

With this framework, in the myGrid example it would be
possible to allow or deny access to different annotations of
a workflow, stored by different SBs, based on the users or
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ave created them and the access control policies
ed for each piece of metadata.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

er we have outlined a few key requirements for
nagement, and described aspects of a service-
itecture, called S-OGSA, that addresses the re-
hese requirements can be summarised as follows:
ions may require their explicit metadata to be
in multiple forms, supplied by multiple parties
ing from different contexts. Moreover, metadata
d to be in different physical locations.
ions may use heterogeneous metadata storage
ry technologies, each of which has specific ad-

over the others (e.g. Sesame is good at query
nce, Jena has a rich API, etc.). To ease meta-

ring, common technology-independent means for
access (meta-models and protocols) become

y.
is dynamic and subject to change in time. The

of metadata should be managed explicitly.
o metadata may need to be secured with different
granularity and different access control policies.
ed S-OGSA architecture provides a generic and
nostic solution to address these requirements. At
notion of a Semantic Binding, a first-class Grid
encapsulates metadata and its association both

rces and to Knowledge Entities that can be used
e metadata. We have shown how the Semantic

ice, a new type of Grid service, can manage the
emantic Bindings, as well as their access control
the standard Globus GSI security framework.
A approach is being used in the development of
s of applications, all of which are characterized
adata-intensive and by needing support for some
s requirements.
Fig. 3. State transition diagram for a generic Semantic Binding and and extended state model from myGrid



VII. FUTURE WORK

Our future work will be devoted to improve our reference
implementation, which includes the Semantic Binding Service
suite presented in Section V. We will consider the additional
requirements that the early adopters of S-OGSA are provid-
ing and create an implementation with industrial standards.
Among the aspects that will be improved, we can cite the
following:

• Security. In addition to adopting the Globus GSI security
framework, we are working on a set of pre-defined
security configurations that cover the most common cases
needed so that the metadata management security aspects
of the applications can be easily configured.

• Naming. Since there are multiple ways of identifying enti-
ties in a distributed environment (URIs, ARK Identifiers,
LSIDs), it is necessary to implement a unified naming
scheme; WS-Naming will be used for the purpose.

• Semantic Binding Housekeeping Service. As mentioned,
this service provides a single management point for reac-
tive service logic that is triggered by Semantic Bindings
lifecycle change events. A part of the configuration, it
will be possible to launch annotation services, check the
validity of semantic metadata, etc.

• Support for more forms of metadata. In the current
implementation, the Semantic Binding Service supports
RDF metadata only. This will be generalized to support
additional forms of metadata, including social tags, nat-
ural language comments, other ontology languages, etc.
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